Mike Strong
Computer connections
This is yet another attempt to show what I’ve done and give some idea of my work with and knowledge
of computer work. While I haven’t a degree in computers most of my life has been computer filled.
Because I don’t have a lot of letters after my name I hope you will take enough time to look at the items
here. Ask me directly if you want. I have no problem with that.
Some of this requires annotated examples of the work. This is a presentation for coders. Someone who
can look at an interface (such as a POS display in a store) and imagine not only the code behind it but
the thinking which went into the interface and the decisions which were made.

Fall 1966
First computer course in Fortran with IBM Systems 360, University of Nebraska, Lincoln
We did our own card punching
Handed in our rubber-band bound pile of cards at the computer center window
And came back the next day, or late at night, to see whether it ran,
If it didn't run we poured over our code and tried it again.

Air Force
1969
Air Force - technical course at Ft. Belvoir, Virgina with the Army engineer School
Topocom as a topographic computer (Air Force title was geodetic computer). Listed on my DD214 as Apprentice Data Computer Course.
1969
Air Force - Assignment to squadron. Duties were to check computations from
the field surveyors and to code those measurements into 80-column forms for card punching to
be fed into our Burroughs mainframe. Later this was replaced by two IBM computers an 11xx
something (if I remember right) and a 14xx something).
1969
In the field with Olivetti Programma 101 "portable" computer to work directly
with surveyors in the field. This led to my decision to cross train as a surveyor. That is listed on
my dd-214 as Upgrade Training General Subjects. (Note portable meant 87 pounds.)
This also led to minor programming on the Olivetti. One of my programs was entered into the
regular list of programs for the squadron to use in its work. That was a program to adjust
(reduce) tape measurements for temperature, sag and stretch over distances. Tapes were used
to measure relatively short distances. We used microwave and optical measuring instruments
for long distances. Geodimeters used a tungsten bulb until we got the first laser measuring
Geodimeters. We performed first order class I surveys, the most accurate available. They were
not land surveys but established positions (lat/long), elevation, azimuths, gravity, for maps and
navigation.

I have an example scanned of this particular program below. It was number 22 in the squadron’s
list of programs authenticated for field use on the Olivetti. I had a need for the program so I
taught myself the coding for the machine and submitted it to the squadron for use.
The Olivetti Programma 101 was coded in its own machine code. And only 128 instructions at a
time loaded in with magnetic cards which slid through a chute on the machine. Longer programs
were done in sections by chaining the sections: put in the first card, enter data, next card, more
data and so forth until final output which was on cash-register type paper rolls.
1972
Just before I left, the squadron brought in Wang desktops for the field teams
with lines of Nixie tubes instead of a screen, a tape drive for memory and programs and an IBM
Selectric for print outs.
The work consisted of computation of geodetic data, measurement of geodetic data (size and
shape of the earth). Most of the jobs were TDY (Temporary DutY assignments) traveling in small
teams regulating the work ourselves to accomplish the job goal. We measured directions
(angles), elevations, latitudes, longitudes, azimuths and gravimetric data in support of mapping,
navigational and base-line purposes to accuracy requirements of class one.
All of this was placed first on observation forms then computed on the forms, followed by entry
into our field computers and finally entry into our mainframes at the home squadron. Each
stage of computation was a check on all the other stages.

The image above is scanned from my tape reduction program scanned from my set of squadron
program documentations. This is a three-page program documentation from April 10, 1970 to
correct for variables in tape measurements. Below is (first) a text abstract of page 2 and
(second) an image lift from page 2 of the same material. The top left item indicates the machine
(P101) then the program number (22) and the squadron unit (VS).

P101-22-VS

10 April 1970

5. CONSTANTS IN REGISTERS: D - 6371000
e -100
E = 20
f = -1.0
F - 86206.9
The K-term used for 30 meter tape is derived from the following equation:
K = 1/24(w/5000) in which W is the weight in grams of a one meter
segment of the tape.
The K-term is written on the calibration sheet.
6. TO USE THE PROGRAM:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Set the decimal wheel at 9.
Insert card, press V
Enter "meters" from uncorrected lengths column.
Enter K (catenary constant).
Enter tape correction (from table on front of tape's calibration sheet)
Enter setback of setup. Setback is negative, setup is positive.
Enter temperature (in degrees centigrade).
Enter the difference in elevations of the end points of the line
Output is horizontal distance.
Enter elevation.
Output is sea level distance.

PROGRAMER: A1C M.H. Strong
AUTHENTICATED: Capt Carlos L.Bush
Page 2 of 3

Below is a scan of the same page for verification. I can also bring in the book.

On the next page is an annotated image scan of the program code, constants declarations and a
sample run.

To clarify the example run shown above at the right I’ve typed it out below with annotation on
the right. Everything is an input except for the horizontal and sea level distances.
V

starts the program

30
0.96887
-0.00165
-0.0162
45
7.6

length in meters
catenary constant
tape correction (calibration)
setback
temp in degrees centigrade (45 C = 113 F)
elevation difference between ends of the tape, in meters

28.984871755
4300

(output) horizontal distance
elevation above sea level

28.9654308906

(output) sea level distance

That is a Wild T-3 theodolite on the pier (a 16-foot deep, belled at the
bottom pedestal) about 300 meters from the A-point on a missile silo, here in South Dakota, based out
of Ellsworth AFB in the Black Hills. There are two of these and we turned angle on both plus the A-point
as well as an azimuth from a A-point. These were the mathematical “gun sights” for missiles until the
geosensor came along in 1972. We re-certified these on each US missile site each year, more than 1,000
of them. As deep as these piers are they still moved each year, sometimes because tractors hit them,
always because of soil movement.

This is a Wild T-4 (say Vildt) theodolite used in my last year after training as an
astronomic surveyor shooting astro positions (raw, un-adjusted latitudes and
longitudes) on stars, usually for missile sites.

This job was for the
Navy’s parachute test
station on the Salton
Sea in Southern
California, in an area
known as the American
Sahara (The Bogart
movie “Sahara” was
filmed here. We are
running levels to
transfer an elevation
from one elevation
marker to a new
location.

Below is my DD-214 showing my exit from the Air Force. At the top are my name and rank on exit (Staff
Sargent). In the middle are any awards, etc and my last occupation designation of Geodetic Surveyor
(22250 where 222 is the job and 50 is the job level).

My Early Personal machines
•
•

•
•
•

1977? Sinclair using a small tv for the screen
1978 or 79 - Radio Shack pocket computer (made by Sharp)
This had a full-key
chiclet set of keys with a numeric keypad, a single line display, 1.5kb memory, BASIC, printer and
tape memory.
Commodore 64 - 1983
Commodore 128 - 1985
IBM compatible (self built from parts), the first of many and I am still building my own boxes

Clinic Masters - 1983 - database

Me in 1983 with Commodore 64 and Brother daisy wheel printer in Clinic Masters office in Lee’s Summit, Missouri. The blue manual next to the
monitor is for EasyScript word processing software. Photo by Tony Latona.

Commodore 64 - From 1983 - Database, programming

Created a sales, mailing database for use in a 20th anniversary meeting with Clinic Masters / Mind
Dynamics. Had more than 13,000 names on 84 floppies all running with SuperBase 64 program.
Superbase 64 had 3,500 kb of memory to run in using a BASIC language to program in.
I had been hired to be the meeting coordinator for this, held at the Hyatt Regency, and we were looking
for, and got, 1,000 attendees. Out of this some were current clients, some were former clients and some
of those former clients signed up yet again.

A photo I took from overhead catwalks of the 1,000 attendees in October 1983 with a 4x5 Crown Graphic. This combining three separate
pictures to get every one in.

I did a couple of things with this. First building the database by programming an input program for
temps. This taught me a great deal about bulk mail but more importantly about working with and
programming for short-term workers setup to perform a job on a company's computers. Much of my
interface philosophy was formed here, early on.
In addition I built a switch box (electronic parts) with a flat cable which tapped into the flat cable
between the C-64's keyboard and its motherboard. That switch box allowed a more efficient production
of customized printed letters and envelopes to prospects, by isolating the printing controls (switch box)
physically off to the side of the keyboard. We were able to get up to 1,200 letters and envelopes per day
from a 12 cps daisy-wheel Brother printer.

1984 Heath-Zenith 150’s with 10 meg drives - Database, programming
The Commodore proved the worth of computers to the recruiting efforts of Clinic Masters and so they
decided to go in for heavier duty computers. This time MS-DOS based. We got two Heath-Zenith 150‘s
at about $4,500 each and a 10-meg drive each which were $1100 dollars each.
I installed dBMan, a DBase category program with a more helpful command line and interpreter (when
an error was encountered in the run dBMan would drop out, show the line, allow a correction, and
continue). Unlike dBase which just dropped you.
I exported all our records from the 84 Commodore floppies into CSV files and imported them into
dBMan where I duplicated the bulk mailing applications in the dBase language used by dBMan. Once on

this machine we then networked our computers and added in more computers in the office. This
allowed database access to all customer and prospect records very quickly.

Other Tasks – phone dialer manual
There were a number of other tasks such as support for a phone dialer to market the chiropractors
(sample pages from the manual are below). Under the name of MetaMarketing they sold this device for
several thousand dollars. It was made in Merriam, KS by a guy named Lumpkin (don’t remember his first
name or his company name) with a Tandy Radio Shack computer controlling the operations. If I
remember right the price was $4500 (maybe $3500 but I think the higher figure is right). It could dial
some 1200 or more numbers in a day.
The responses were often “colorful” but the numbers dialed assured there were enough real responses
with clients that these were profitable.
The list of phone numbers were programed to tape on a digital-cassette tape drive. The machine could
also work in incremental mode, that means dial every 5th or 10th or nth number. If you ever wondered
how “they” got you unlisted number, this could explain how they dialed you.
I wrote, illustrated and laid out the manual for the machine using text from a proportional daisy wheel
printer and images pasted up together. Here are a couple of pages from that manual. You can see it is
VERY early.
I scanned these from a still existing manual. There were a total of 30 pages printed on both sides with
cardstock covers. So the pages below are a sample only.

1984 side contract with SMI for
Database programming with dBMan to
• Keep track of inventory
• track pricing and sales
• produce tagged output designed for Xerox Ventura Publisher to create catalog pages for
their line of restaurant equipment. I could roll out a report from dBMan which included
the correct markup tags for an import into Xerox Ventura Publisher creating a full
catalog, adding the starting pages, table of contents and index pages around the import.
I also wrote a set of horse-race handicapping programs for the owner of SMI, Elton Smith. The
program used prevous race data entered from the Racing Form to compute each horse's
expected performance for any length race. Among other things I learned that the horse pulling
out in front is not really going faster, it is just not fading as fast as the other horses. I also
learned that the shorter races for quarter horses limited the available data making them not
very predictable by comparison with thoroughbreds and that dogs are not worth it.
Below are scans of two pages from a 1990 SMI catalog. This was generated by the database into
tags usable by Xerox Ventura Publisher. The illustrations were scanned in an added to the pages
separately then the table of contents was generated. The title page, shown at left, originated in
Ventura.

Making Boxes
In the middle 1980's I began making my own IBM-compatible boxes. It was after I had a
Commodore 128 with IBM emulation software I realized it would be better and cheaper to just
make my own boxes. I've been making them ever since.
My first was a standard box with faster processor chip (something from Seattle ??? company).
Then an AT machine (much faster at 6 mhz, seems quaint now but it was blazing then). And I
made a few for friends. I also did some mods for friends.
For example I was asked once to put two generic half-height floppies in a full-height bay in a
Tandy 1200. The Tandy flat cable was $40+ and the regular flat cables were $5 or so. After a
little poking I realized that Tandy, to keep things proprietary, had merely moved the flat cable to
the side by one wire in the cable. One I knew that I took the $5 (or so) cable terminal off, shifted
the wire set over by one wire, put it back together and we had two working floppies.
Today my computers include slide in hard drives for my video work. I go through terabytes
pretty quickly, replacing two tb drives at least every month or so.

1987 - Mainframe operator
on Prime 250 for Taxline Services (seasonal job)
TLS, 9381 W. 75th St, Overland Park, KS 66204, 913-642-1040
• Second shift manager and computer operator on Prime 250 (mainframe)
• Operator of Xerox 4050 laser printer.
• Managed (and trained) staff of data entry operators for tax return work.
• Wrote training materials for data entry
• Wrote documentation for various utilities and communications operations for file transfers
between local and regional office.
• Wrote a shell program in Prime CPL for the data entry functions and wrote the documentation
to go with it.
• All the documentation was written with Xerox Ventura Publisher

1987-92 - Taught computer courses
Electronic Office Systems, 3855 S. Northern St., Independence, MO 64052
dBase III+
Xerox Ventura Publisher
Lotus 123
DOS
Introduction to Computers
(mostly dBase and Lotus)
These were pre-packaged programs from AT&T training in Denver taught in a two or three day
seminar format, mostly for AT&T employees. The seminars had three sections: 1) a lock-step set
of exercises, then 2) a monitored set of specified exercises and 3) finally an open project based
on what they just learned. This was on contract at $100/day.
Until I found a number of 1991 and 1992 invoices I thought the work with EOS was shorter and earlier
but remember that I stopped it when I was hired full time by Preco in mid 1992. I was also surprised by
the Lotus classes which I had forgotten about and the intro and DOS classes. Two Medsoft modification
invoices tell me that I did some small programming work on it. I remember finding some screen capture
images but, at the time, thought these were merely part of evaluating the software.

AutoScript - commercial software
AutoCAD to PostScript conversion program
•

1989 - contracted to clean up their sale database (in Smart II, a local company later bought by
Informix who were in turn bought out by IBM)

•

•
•

•

•

1989 - contracted to write the software manual for version 2 of AutoScript by Preco Industries
which was then being written by a company in College Station, Texas in Borland C and named
AutoScript 5.
1992 - full time with Preco, as software maintenance technician for the new program, debugger
and phone support for customers.
Wrote a program to convert their previous production program in COBOL into a FoxBase format.
I did the full file conversion program. This included, later, a BOM (bill of materials) program to
generate a list of materials in AutoCAD drawings of their machines (die cut presses).
1993 - began a beta test download web site for our selected AutoScript testers. This was in ASP
and led to later web progamming. At this point the web was new and our modems were just
reaching 14.4 kbps over the phone line.
Wrote a network printer distribution program for our AutoCAD files. This was before the days of
easy network printer access. This program watched for output files in a network folder then fed
those files to the printer. The picture below shows three of the dialogs and has a short
explanation in text.

•
•
•
•

1995 - Started work on Windows GUI version of AutoScript as the programmer using Visual
Basic. We called it AutoScript 6.
Details below
When the program was everything asked for by our beta testers but 10 times slower than the
previous version I wrote an assembler program for direct file access which gave the program a
processing speed 10-20% faster than the old program written in C.

•

•

•

My rule from this was to make sure I was NOT using the fastest, coolest machine for
developement. Instead I've always since made a point of having a machine no faster than I
can expect of most of my customers. If this was to be painful for anyone I wanted it to be
painful for me first. That way I had a better idea of how our customers experienced it.
AutoScript was discontinued in September 1998.

Autoscript programming gave me a list of items I had to know about and use (I’m listing these
off the cuff so far and may think of more later)
• C (language)
• Batch files and installation programs/disks
• DOS BASIC
• Networks
• Visual Basic (language)
• Assembler
• AutoCAD
• AutoLISP (language)
• Installation programs
• Copy protection (always a bit of a pain)
• Embedding serial numbers (wrote a program to embed SN’s in programs to customers)
• Fonts (one of our advantages were PostScript fonts, not stick fonts)
• more information that I recall about fonts such as foundries, Italic versus oblique, serifs,
decorations, matching PS to on screen preview for size and position, etcetera)
• bounding boxes
• insertion points
• cap heights - flattened and rounded
• line heights compared to AutoCAD heights and line separations
• descenders
• strings in PostScript versus separated charactes in Windows
• point measuring systems, PostScript (72 ppi) versus typesetters, US, England, etc.
(72.272 ppi), 12 points per Pica. Points have varied a good deal in size from the 1700’s
through the late 1800’s after which they became more standard.
• Scaling sizes and stroke width changes (thicker for smaller, thinner for larger) and shape
hints
• device resolutions
• PostScript (language) our code converted AutoCAD DXF files to Postscript code
• EPS and PS - Encapsulate PostScript and PostScript
• had a 3.5 kb PostScript header file (Windows PS header was > 100Kb)
• screen printing – Preco developed and still sells automated screen printers
• dye sublimation printing – early attempt at printing, changed to screen printing
Preco also developed at laser cutter which I programmed using a movement language with a
DXF reader derived from the AutoScript AutoCAD parser I wrote.
• laser cutting using an AutoCAD derived driver file
• motion control with varying velocities depending on straightline or curves

Below are screen captures from AutoScript 6 showing some of the detail in the program. This is all my
programming.

The main opening program ribbon along the top.

The table view showing AutoCAD layers used at colors (think screen printing) with the colors assigned to
various entities on the color layers

Colors are created for the output and here is the screen where this occurs. In this capture you are
looking at a graduated color. Flat colors only adjust the "Base color" while any change in the "End Color"
turns it into a graduated fill.

In addition to the colors as such you need a way of controlling the halftone dots on the printerl. This
gives you intimate control over the very size and shape of each dot as well as the angle of the "screen"
and the frequency (number of halftone dots per inch).

Setting for all lines in the file and the way the lines end and the corners are made.

The same setting on a color layer which overrides the overall settings.

One of the initial features of AutoScript was using PostScript fonts rather than the stick-figure type fonts
typical of CADD programms. We had our own set of custom designed fonts used for display in the
AutoCAD window to show the effect of our final PostScript output.

This is my setup for the page orientation and size related to the paper output size. For EPS files the scale
is independent.

This is the preview window showing how the file will look when processed in AutoScript. All of this is
done in equivalents for Windows. For example, to get a font sized properly you first have to determine a
relative size for the font, set a font in windows, measure it and determine whether it will work. In small
point sizes you may need to try more than once.
Also, in PostScript you declare a full string and every character is in the right place. In Windows you have
to pull apart the string into the characters and position each character in a its right place.
Among other things I needed to control was the shape of circles. Seems obvious but a sine function is
needed depending on the pixel width (generally 1.33) in order to keep circles from looking like ellipses.

You could process DXF files (both text and binary) by either loading them into the batch window or
loading an AutoScript batch file into the window. This supported the same batch files used to run
AutoScript Version 5.xx.
Each file listed for processing can have separate settings including different config files. Any setting that
is changed when more than one file is selected in the list box changes that settings for all selected
(highlighted) files.
The Timer option allows you to set the starting time for the batch process. This way you can start the
processing long after you leave work and after other scheduled evening work, such as backups

My KCDance Site – www.kcdance.com
As with everything else, my life is an integration. In the case of my dance website I originally wrote my
own database program to enter events and add a calendar to the site. Later I just used the online
database with ASP. This makes it easier for anyone to add events to my calendar.

These two captures are from the first couple of years, before I changed to using Access as my site
database.
To prevent a need for more than 20 users (the limit of Access) and for overall lower site load, especially
database load, I generate a set of static pages at the first user hit of each day. So when a user comes to
my site just after midnight, it first generates a set of updated static calendar pages for that day, then
shows the new pages. This hugely reduces server load and speeds up the response times.

My photo, resume, gallery site
www.MikeStrongPhoto.com
This is a further reference for a lot of information on me. The code is all mine including the font
download code which gives the fancy thin font used for the hed.
The slide show by default, and by topic selection as well as the topic pages of pictures are my homespun javascript code in action. Just go look. If you are a coder you will see this page as code decisions.
Mostly this is lightweight code. I really don’t like using something like J-Query as I consider it to be
overcode heavy. I like my code as small as possible and also my page weight.

1999 - research assistant, lecturer
UMKC for BIT (Bachelor of Information Technology) program in the former CSTP (Computer Science and
Telecommunications Program).
The job, along with Nicole English, was the creation, web design and maintenance of the new
online program, very new at the time. We were the "web monkeys." We put that site together.
While there we (Nicole and myself) created the IT-222 Multimedia course which is still going. It
was started as a combination classroom (from primary development) and web course, always
with an eye toward online usage.
This lasted through 2000 when the two year grant ran out.

American Crane & Tractor Parts Inc.
2200 State Line Road
Kansas City, KS 66103
913-371-8585
www.actparts.com (ACT)
From June 2001 through March 14, 2003

Web and E-Commerce programming and documentation.
Extensive work on e-commerce at the international warehouse level running IIS with ASP and
Sql Server running together to generate daily orders from resellers anywhere from several line
items to several thousand line items per order, rather than the more typical shopping-cart
applications.
When I was brought on board consultants were about to sign-off on a large revision of their
warehouse system based on Microsoft’s Site Server (long ago replaced by MS Commerce
Server). This includes consideration for alternate part numbers, different warehouses, shipping
consolidation to minimize costs and international shipping documents.
•
•
•

The system generated web pages which with too much code, therefore too slow for
their customers across the world (such as Johannesberg in SA and Bangladesh.
I reduced the page weight to eight and a half percent of the size. This helped but more
was needed.
I then designed a light front end expanding at the client side (using Javascript) which
again dramatically reduced traffic loading.

In addition
• I re-did the front-end general company web site for both external use and internal use,
• including a simple company-wide help documentation system. The company system
includes administrative maintenance tools for many of the database and text-based
changeable items.
• The last task I left before finishing the assignment was to re-design the company's frontend web site complete
• with multi-lingual capabilities and with an administrative interface.
• The admin interface allows the web-master to add help files, to catalog the flyer
archive for use on the web, and to keep track of the current status of all translations
on the site.
• Along with this was an email generator which allowed their marketing person to
create and send HTML email flyers to a list and to keep a record of responses and
then add those flyers to the archive.

Notice this front page includes a login for wholesale customers. The photo is one of mine, taken for their
catalog. The entire page and the database were served directly to the web from our own server over a
T1 connecton.

This is a wholesale page showing items in a sheet view. The data was loaded into a javascript data text
file and expanded into HTML code by Javascript on the client side, which is what you see here. This could
have anywhere from hundreds to a couple thousand table lines (data rows). It allowed sorting by
column and placing orders for multiple items at a time, including business rules such as discounts for
each customer. It would search for part numbers, and produce alternate part numbers as needed based
on stock and part upgrades.
Once an order was placed where it shipped from (separately from different warehouses or transhipped
to one warehouse for combined shipping, cheaper for international) and any export documents needed
were produced.

2003 UMKC PACE
Was asked to create a database course in entry level Microsoft Access.
I put the initial course together in a week and a half including the software to run it with grading and
quizzes.
Lecturer/Online Teacher for UMKC's PACE
I started with PACE by picking up a web-taught database course. I developed the curriculum and the
teaching technologies for this course based around early concepts of what used to be called
"programmed learning."
Included in the technology (delivered via ASP and PHP at the server) is a Javascript quiz/exam
application. This is designed not to trip up students but to serve as a teaching machine, drilling students
until they get the answers right, with the ability to switch over to a stored-grade exam machine when
ready.
I and my partner, Nicole English, pitched and developed additional courses in video non-linear editing,
website construction, web writing and media streaming. The video course is designed for low-cost
access to students who do not have access to a lab and are taking the course from their homes or offices
where they have Windows software on desktop or laptop.
I produced the text pages and the illustrations to go with them as well as a couple of animations
showing input. Here are a few examples starting with Microsoft Access illustrations.

And a few Excel (spreadsheet) example illustrations.

Dance Animation – Conservatory class
Nicole and I had a class in dance animation with the conservatory. This was teaching an application to
dance students to animate their choreography. We did this both in the classroom and online. The dance
students have a very challenging set of schedules often in rehearsals and working shows at the same
time they are in studying.
So the course had to be tailored to students who would have to miss a number of classes. But we kept it
together, provided extra lab sessions with help and the results were gratifying. Even those students who
thought the computer was not friendly with them managed to pull through, sometimes way beyond
expectation. The final project was a full out choreography, on the computer. Because they knew their
own bodies they could relate that to the computer. We just supplied the means to get there.
Here are some illustrations from that course. I produced all the illustrations and online instructions.

Class-purchasing Javascript
application for City in Motion
When Nicole was school director of City in Motion they needed a way to
purchase classes online, via PayPal. They also needed one which would
work either online or in the office on a separate, non-internet
connected machine.
So, I wrote a Javascript application within a single HTML page which
applied discounts and class specials to a total eventually leading either
to a locally printed page or to a PayPal finish.
When the invoice was finally ready it was sent to an ASP page on an
external site for a PayPal payment and to save data files recording the
items (classes) purchased.

